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The Story
Kim’s Story

It all began when Kim was running a modest Chinese restaurant in Richmond 

when Chinese food supplies were limited.  Crispy duck pancakes were con-

stantly short of supplies and without it, you cannot serve ‘crispy duck’ which 

was and still is the favorite Chinese dish in the UK.

Kim decided to make his own pancakes but at the time, he was only mak-

ing pancakes for his own restaurant and never thought of supplying to oth-

ers.  Word of mouth got around the restaurants in the area and soon they 

all started to buy pancakes from Kim.  At the time, it was all hand made 

and Kim could not possibly roll out enough pancakes for himself and others.  

Which is where the story began, Kim decided to make his own pancake 

machine and from then on, he never looked back!  



Did 
You Know 

Crispy duck with pancakes

is the most popular Chinese dish in the UK!  

Kim’s pancakes are used in over 450,000 portions 

of Crispy Duck per week! That’s 2.7 million
rolls of crispy duck.  Which means the next 

time you have crispy duck with pancakes,

it’s probably Kim’s pancakes!
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Kim’s Establishment

Founded in 1993, Kim’s Food was the first crispy duck pancake automated 

manufacturer in the UK to achieve and maintain ‘Global BRC Certification’.  

Specializing in crispy duck pancakes,  our factory occupies 20,000 sq. ft and 

employs over 40 people.  Our unique fully automated machinery together 

with Kim’s dedication in quality control, we are able to produce 80,000 pan-

cakes per hour.  This achievement marks Kim’s food as the market leader 

and that no other manufacturer can compete with this level of capability in 

crispy duck pancake production. 

In recent years, the demand and range of Oriental foods have increased 

dramatically.  Following this trend, Kim’s food have expanded their product 

range from pancakes to over 10 different types of pre-prepared meat & 

seafood products.  All of which are the most popular range and ‘key’ ingre-

dients for all types of cusines & dishes.  

Foundation



Did 
You Know ? Kim’s Food was the FIRST to 

launch 6 pieces of pancakes 
per pack to customers in 1994.  Setting the 

standard for the perfect amount of pancakes 

served per portion.  Of course, at Kim’s 
we can also customize any packaging 

requirements at your request. 
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It’s not just 

It’s Kim’s Pancakes

Pancakes
Pancakes Kim’s Chinese Pancakes

Our exceptional Chinese pancakes are versatile to use in a variety of cre-

ative dishes.  They are perfectly round and consistent in quality, shape, size, 

thickness & texture.  

Kim’s pancakes will not stick together after being heated by steamer or 

microwave.  Yet, it is robust and can stay intact to hold hot or cold contents 

such as crispy duck, lamb, chicken as well as a wide range of vegetables 

& seafood.

Be creative!  Kim’s pancake is a perfect ingredient for wrapping finger foods 

such as dumplings or mini tortillas!  So let your mind flow free and fill us with 

your new creations & surprise our palettes! 

鴨
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Easy Peel 
Spring Rolls 

Fully 
Automated
Production Create 

your Own

Spring Rolls & Pastry
Kim’s Spring Roll Pastry 

The most ‘tricky’ part of working with spring roll & samosa pastry is to peel 

them into seperate sheets.  With extensive research & development, we 

have developed our one and only Kim’s ‘Easy Peel Spring Roll Pastry’.  

Problem solved.  The name says it all!

Spring Rolls

Without a doubt, Spring Rolls are one of the most popular snacks in the ori-

ental cuisine.  Our automated production line can cater for all sizes and fill-

ings required.  Let us know your specifications and we can do the rest!      

春
卷



Frozen or Fried
C -weed

C -weed
Kim’s Frozen & Fried C-weed

C-weed is one of the most essential starters for all Chinese restaurants. Yet 

it is extremely time consuming to cut each leaf into thin strips then deep fry 

as well as seasoning for taste.  Therefore Kim’s Food have developed our 

unique and bespoke machinery to reduce this enormous task.  Each strip is 

carefully cut into 3mm strips, ensuring its consistancy in size.  Making it much 

more economical for your restaurant.

By following the instructions on our packaging, you will also be able to pro-

duce restaurant quality c-weed at home!

For ready meals food manufacturers, we are able to take it one step further.  

We can pre-fried the c-weed, add seasoning to your specifications and its 

ready to be dispatch as your ready meal!

菜
絲Frozen ‘C’ weed

500g
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Beef Strips
Chilli

Chilli Beef Strips
Kim’s Chilli Beef Strips

Ready to use, easy to cook & most importantly, it tastes great!

From the packaging to your customers’ table, it literally

can be within minutes!  All it requires is heating up, 

add your sauce and it’s really to serve.  

Our beef strips are shredded with automated 

machinery in securing that every strip is in 

perfect size.  Thus to retain its flavour & texture.  

Furthermore enchances the presentation 

of your dish.  

干
牛
絲



Pork 
 Hong Kong Style

Battered

Battered Meats
Kim’s Battered Pork

At Kims food, we are the specialist in pre-prepared battered

meats.  A complete automated frying production line

ensures the temperature of the oil is at its optimum

condition.  Timer control ensures the crispiness &

colour.  All of which can retain & maintain the 

tenderness & moisture of the meats within the 

batter.   Ultimately, to achieve great taste!

Sweet & sour pork (Hong Kong Style) must

have been invented by non Chinese.  

But it has become the ‘icon’ of Chinese

cuisine!  And more importantly, Chinese

people love it as well!  
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Battered
Chicken
Hong Kong Style

Battered Meats
Kim’s Battered Chicken Fillet & Balls

We can produce our chicken fillet with light batter or 

with bread crumbs.  They are suitable for all cusines 

and whether it is for ready meals or restaurant use.  

Kim’s pre-prepared, ready to use battered meats will 

save you time and ultimately costs.  Yet, we can trace 

every piece of meat to where they were farmed and 

prepared.  Thus to ensure the highest quality of meats 

are used at Kim’s production.  

咕
嚕
雞



Battered

Chicken

Battered Prawns

Balls Chicken
Fillet
Bread Crumb Style

Kim’s Battered Prawns 

A perfect component for either a starter or main dish.  Kim’s Food uses 

the finest tiger prawns covered with a light crispy batter.  The battered 

prawns can be added with a range of herbs such as coriander, salt & 

pepper or chilli.  A popular & versatile ingredient that can be tailored to 

your requirements. 



Sesame
Prawn

Sesame Prawn Toast
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Sesame Prawn Toast200g

Toast

Kim’s Sesame Prawn Toast

Using the highest quality prawns and produced 

under temperature controlled production units.   

Kim’s Sesame Prawn Toast not only has great 

taste & texture.  We have fully automated pro-

duction lines to ensure the minced prawns are 

evenly spread across every toast.  Making ev-

ery bite fills your palette with crunchy toast with 

sesame & prawns from the sea!

芝
麻
蝦



Your Market
OurFuture

Kim’s Food
We manufacture & supply to companies who pro-

duce Ready Meals for nationwide supermarkets 

across the UK. 

The Perfect Partner for your Business

Kim’s Food aims to produce a wide range of great tasting Oriental 

food products to exceptional standards. As an established business 

and widely recognised brand, we are always looking to develop 

new methods in quality management and to achieve consistently 

high levels of consumer satisfaction. Whether you are in retail, food 

manufacturer or home consumers, we have a dedicated team to 

help all our customers. At Kim’s Food, we are constantly looking to  

creating new product lines and to expand the business into new 

areas whilst delivering excellent quality across all products, making 

us the perfect partner for your business.
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284-288 Western Road London SW19 2QA
T: +44 (0)20 8648 9898   F: +44 (0)20 8640 4018

www.kimsfood.co.uk


